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About this handlist     Scan of an older typescript list
   with lists of members 1831-35.

   Members 1831-32
   * John Thomson
   * William Wilson
   * (sketch) Toratus Bonar
   * (sketch) Andrew A. Bonar
   * Thomas Brown
   * William Laughton
   * Patrick Borrowman
   * Robert Kerr Hamilton
   * Walter Wood
   * Henry Lomax
   * John Miller

   Admitted during session 1832-33
   R. Borrowman
   Robert Murray McSheyne
   Alexander Somerville

   Admitted during session 1833-34
   D. Sloane
   James Cochrane
   William Brown Clark

   Admitted during session 1834-35
   George Smethon
   Robert Kinnear
   [and others] McSoun

   * Photograph at end of Exegeta v.4. E33 FM 3.4.

2. Minutes of the Exegetical Society. 1831-35. 60. 2v.
   1. Nov. 1831 - July 1833.

   Meetings held in the vestry of St. Stephen's Church, Edinburgh.

3. Exegeta of the Exegetical Society. 1831-35. 40. 4v.
   1. 1831-32.
   2. 1832-33.
   3. 1833-34.
   4. 1834-35.

   [V.1-3 bd. in vellum. V.4 exercise book.]
   [With an additional essay by Andrew A. Bonar, dated Nov.10, 1836.
   Biographical cuttings and photographs of members (taken in 1870s)
   at end of v.4.]
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